




I’ve had my SEAC since the summer of ’99.

I bought the first one I’d seen (a tad naive!)

Despite my best efforts to be sensible and
objective about the purchase, I almost bit the

guy’s arm off when I saw it. I was originally

thinking of buying a 400SE, but I just had to own
this one!

In the first few months, I drove it pretty much
every day, going to race meetings, discovering

country lanes etc.... Then on a trip back from
Silverstone In October, the diff decided it had had
enough. I got the car back in early 2000.
A couple of months later. It went for an MOT and
the emissions went off the scale. It was decided
that a new camshaft and kit would be needed, as
the current one was worn. I was determined to

take it to Le Mans that year, and nothing was
going to stop me. So after a trip to V8
Developments to get a 218 hybrid cam fitted

(thanks Ray!)

I set about running the cam in as quickly as
possible. There were a few highlights of Le Mans.
Most noteable, the trip back to the ferry,

following a mate in his Griff 500. Ah, the deserted
French country roads!! The lap round the circuit

after the race was pretty good too....although the
Gendarmes had a good laugh as I lifted off when
I spotted them down the Mulsanne, and the

Wedge popped like a good 'un on the overrun!

We also had a fun outing at Kemble last year,

thankfully there were no noise regulations then,

and despite an early shower, the rain held off for

the remainder of the day, so we were able to have
a good blast. I really want to take it sprinting,

but finances prohibit it at the moment,
so it’s a long term project. A noise test last year
put it at 115db @ 4,500rpm, so something will

have to be done. It also really needs new shocks,
as it grounds out a lot now.

Anyway, to the purpose of this piece:

Whilst at work a while ago, I received a call

from Carol at the Club office:

“Do you still own a 420SEAC Patrick?’’

Oh dear, who’s phoned up to complain about
the noise.

“Er yes, why?’’

“A magazine wants to take a few photo’s of your
car; Interested?’’

“What's the number?!’’

A couple of minutes later, I was chatting

to Alistair (who owns a FHC Tasmin) from Classic

& Sportscar mag. They wanted to do a group test

of 5 supercars that were available for around
£15,000 and capable of 150+mph. The original

list included a Lamborghini, Ferrari, Lotus,

Porsche, and of course, a TVR. As they couldn’t

source a Lambo, an Alpine was brought in as a
last minute substitute.

The day itself was a petrolhead’s dream, although
it started rather embarrasingly, as I managed to

sheer a manifold pipe on the way down to the
test track at Chobham in Surrey...so my SEAC
was even louder than usual!
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The photo-shoot started fairly calmly; static

shots for the cover, and the owners were

chatting amongst themselves. After a few

minutes, things livened up a tad, when we
saw a McLaren F1 being taken round at

pace! Just like school boys, we all tried to

get the best position to spy it as it came
flying round again.

Many laps later, the F1 disappeared, and we
were told it was our turn for the moving

shots. The fun started for me, after they

signalled they had the shots they needed,

and I could go and ‘enjoy myself. Ifs not a

long track, but it has a couple of nice

corners and a reasonable straight. So I set

about emptying the fuel tank. I was loathe to

come In for lunch, it was a free track day

after all, with no noise restrictions!

The reporters then wanted to drive it to get

a feeling for the car. Several laps later, I took

one of the reporters out myself. On one lap

he pointed out that the 70 signs posted all

around the circuit did actually mean
maximum speed 70mph. I looked back in

disbelief, I was convinced they were
minimum speed signs, It was a test track

after all! A compromise was then reached,

foot off throttle when passing the control

tower, to avoid the officials who were inside

from getting overly upset!

We stopped briefly for lunch, and to give the

cars a chance to cool off. The photographer

then wanted some cornering shots, head

on. He was lying on the ground opposite the

apex to an ‘S’ bend, (brave man!)

and asked us to drive through at a

reasonable speed. It took a few runs before

he was happy with the results. Shame he

didn’t take a shot of us departing the bend,

as we had an unofficial competition going

on, for the most impressive sideways

moment of the day.

Once again, the cars were given time to cool

down, and the interior shots were then

taken, followed by another chance for the

journalists to get to know our cars. After

trying the SEAC, one of them said he now
understood where the term ‘loud pedal’

came from!

After a tremendous day, I set off for the M25
shuffle, sporting ‘the grin’ all the way home.
Apart from the cracked manifold, the SEAC
performed faultlessly throughout the day.

I can’t finish without thanking Carol at the

Club office for contacting me. You’ve got

my number if anyone else asks! Many
thanks also to Alistair and Richard from

Classic & Sportscar mag, for inviting me
along, and for cleaning the motorway grime

off!

Patrick Deary


